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Vernon Treweeke: Come and see the real thing 
After his return from England in 1966 Vernon Treweeke rapidly established himself as 
Australia's leading practitioner of psychedelic art. During this time he exhibited regu 
larly at Central Street and Gallery A and was also included in the now famous 'Field' 
exhibition which was held at the newly opened National Gallery of Victoria in 1968. 
His work was also included in most of the major art publications of this period includ 
ing Bernard Smith's 'Australian Painting' and Mervyn Horton's 'Present Day Art in 
Australia.' In this second book there is a picture of all of the artists and from the image 
of Vernon it must be noted that he even looks like Russell Morris. With this back 
ground you would expect that the work of Vernon Treweeke would be widely known 
among artists, critics and art historians, unfortunately this is not the case. 

A few months ago while I was looking through the Gallery A archive I came across a 
faded manila folder with the name Vernon Treweeke printed neatly on the top right 
hand comer. When I opened this file I discovered some slides, letters and a number of 
uncashed cheques which dated from 1970. This article examines some of the reasons 
for the existence of these uncashed cheques and stands as a tribute to Vernon Tre 
weeke's work as an artist as well as his search for the 'real thing'. 

Vernon Treweeke was born near Cronulla beach in 1939, he went to boarding school 
with Brett Whiteley and attended the National Art School in the late 1950s. In 1961 he 
travelled to London via India and eventually settled into the Australian expatriate art 
ists' community in Ladbroke Grove. It was here that Vernon came into contact with a 
wide variety of English artists including Francis Bacon and David Hockney as well as 
a number of Australian artists including Martin Sharp, Tony McGillick, Michael John 
son and Wendy Paramor. 

As an artist Vernon's work matured within a culture that was to become known as 
'swinging London.' While British music was invading America, American art was in 
vading England. London proved to be the international centre for major survey exhibi 
tions which show cased the emerging styles of colour field and pop. The development 
of subcultures and in particular the popularisation of the Mods who incorporated the 
flamboyance of an Edwardian revival flavour formed the basis of the Carnaby Street 
style which rapidly evolved into a fully fledged culture of psychedelia. Through these 
influences Vernon and many other members of his generation had found a home. 

While living in London Vernon exhibited in a number of major museum exhibitions in 
the UK, France and Germany. Looking at his resume from this period it is easy to be 
lieve that he would soon emerge as an important international artist. By 1965 many of 
the expatriate artists who had been living in London decided to return to Sydney. In the 
following year Vernon arrived back in Sydney and quickly came to realise that by re 
turning to Australia he had made a big mistake. 

Although the Australian art scene of the mid 1960s was equivalent to the English art 
scene of the 1940s Vernon was fortunate in that he was able to show at the progressive 
venues of Central Street and Gallery A. These were very productive years for Vernon 
and proved to be a time of significant commercial success. His exhibitions were widely 
reviewed and critics such as Donald Brook credited him with starting a new movement 
in art which he called 'Abstract Eroticism', a defunct style that is surely due for re 
vival! 
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In Ian Bum's well known essay The 1960s crisis and aftermath" he argues that the 
aftermath was the development of conceptual art which at its heart was an attack on 
the economic processes that led to the commodification of objects, a critique which 
he went on to say was short lived. What this analysis does not take into account is the 
fact that not all artists at that point chose to criticise the economics of art by turning 
'conceptual'. Some artists kept making art and exhibiting while others kept making 
art and stopped exhibiting. Vernon could be seen to be a part of this second response. 

Enter the 'real thing'. It was 1970 and fuelled by anti Vietnam sentiments, LSD and a 
vision of utopia the culture of urban psychedelia started to bum out. Coupled with 
this the conventions of art making and exhibition practice were now seen as being a 
part of the problem of cultural reform. Vernon turned his back on the commercial side 
of art making by leaving Gallery A and allowing the gallery to keep all his paintings. 
Like many other artists at this time Vernon was looking for a way out. He envisioned 
a place which went beyond the traditions of producing and selling art and found it in 
the discovery of alternative lifestyles and communal living. In 1972 Vernon moved to 
the town of Nimbin and became involved in organising the first Aquarius Festival as 
well as coordinating one of Australia's first public art projects. This project involved 
painting the whole town of Nimbin in psychedelic colours. For many younger artists 
today who are attempting to discuss the topical issues of homelessness, squatting, the 
barter system as well as the site ofNimbin, Vernon must be a hero. 

By the late 1970s Vernon had moved to the Blue Mountains and although he had 
never stopped producing art he had virtually ceased showing it. His work had become 
a place of reflection, an essentially private space which contrasts sharply with the cur 
rent trend of sensational and attention grabbing styles of institutionally assisted forms 
of issues based art. As for the uncashed cheques, they are still in the manila folder. 

Next year I will be curating a retrospective exhibition which focuses on Vernon Tre 
weeke's work from the 1970s, this will take place at the Penrith Regional Gallery in 
April. 

Christopher Dean, July 2002 
My next article will be called 'Looking for James Doolin', and will examine the influence of 
this artist's work on Australian art. 

Vernon Treweeke 
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ARTISTS AND THEIR JOBS 
INTERVIEWS WITH ELIZABETH PULIE 

David M Thomas 
What is your job? 
I'm a postal delivery officer. 
Please describe the duties of your job. 
The duties are- sorting and sequencing of mail, 
the returning of undeliverable mail, and the redi 
rection of redirected mail. .. delivery of unad 
dressed mail, advertising mail, registered letters, 
receipt delivery mail. .. and that's all I can remem 
ber right now. 
How frequently do you work, and how long are 
your days? 
I work five days a week; on an average, my day is 
about five to six hours. 
How long have you been in this job? 
Three years, just over three years. 
Do you find that your job conflicts with your life 
as an artist, and if so, in what wayls? 
It conflicts with my work as an artist because it 
eats into the time that I could be spending making 
art, and it also takes energy away from making 
art. That's the downside. 
Do you feel you have sufficient time to make 
your own work? 
No, I don't. In some ways, there's never enough 
time or space to make work. I mean, that's the 
function of having to work to support yourself as 
an artist. I guess, for most people, that's a reality 
for some part of their lives. Even commissions 
and things like that can be counter productive to 
your actual work, whatever your project might be. 
It might not align itself with a commission, even. 
I've done work that most people would think of as 
drawing on the skills of being an artist, but it had 
nothing to do with my project. It might sort of 
keep those skills functioning, but it doesn't neces 
sarily add to conceptual progress or even techni 
cal advancement. 

David M Thomas - DON'T WORK, image from Desk Job 
video, 2002 

Are there ways in which your job informs, or 
overlaps with, your role as an artist- if so, how? 
I guess it overlaps in an observational way, be 
cause it keeps me connected with the general pub 
lic, the average people that do mundane jobs. Be 
fore, as an artist, I was a bit more isolated, I only 
came into contact with people that worked in a 
similar field, and with similar types of approaches 
to making art, too. Now I'm more in contact with 
the kinds of people who I do want to communi 
cate with. I don't want to just make work for 
other artists. It informs me of a mentality of life - 
walking down my run, I might see a sign that 
says, 'Hailey's Hubby in Rehab for Sex Addic 
tion', and I'll probably put that in my work. It 
gets me out in the world, looking at the world. 
My work's about people, and about the sort of 
shit that they're into - and how aberrant I find it, 
half the time. And how freaked out I am by it. 
So, if I can incorporate those kinds of things into 
my work, I feel like it's talking to people. That's 
what talks to me. 
If there was one thing that you could change 
about your job, what would it be? 
I don't think I'd change anything about my job. I 
like my job, because I don't have to think about 
changing anything about it. It's such a great job, 
because I don't have to think about it. All the 
rules are set up for me. Even if I find them ridicu 
lous and abstract - I have to do this in this and this 
amount of time - there's no questioning that pe 
riod of time. Maybe that's what I'd change about 
it - I'd like to think that the people that I was 
working for saw the subtleties in the work that 
you do. But it's not so cut and dry. Other than 
that, I wouldn't change anything. 

Elvis Richardson 
What is your job? 
Well different things on different days, but today 
my job is being a night manager in a building on 
Columbia University campus. They just needed a 
few shifts covered, it is very, very casual. But I 
just got a new job a week or more ago doing the 
design and layout for a telephone directory called 
Campus Pages - again at Columbia University. I 
live in the neighbourhood so I guess it is hard to 
get away from the place even though I just gradu 
ated and all. 
Please describe the duties of your job. 
Well the job I am doing today - I am at work right 
now in fact - I pretty much do as little as possible. 
I unlock rooms when people need them, I super 
vise access to the building, I write a manager's 
report for another group of managers to have a 
meeting and read. And while I am not needed 
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elsewhere I just surf the net, make myself com 
fortable in the computer lab and get things I need 
to do done - like I am applying for teaching posi 
tions and I have written a whole lot of letters, so I 
am going to keep searching places for jobs today 
and get a whole other pile of applications to 
gether. I will be here till eight thirty pm and I 
started at eight am, so it is a long day with pretty 
well not much to do, so I am pleased to be able to 
get some of my own work done. Because it is 
summer holidays makes it even less to do - so I 
am very happy. 
How frequently do you work? How long are 
your days? 
This night manager job, I thought it finished when 
I graduated but they were low staffed over sum 
mer so they offered me some shifts, which I ac 
cepted because I really needed the money. I took 
this job because it was the best paying job on 
campus at fourteen dollars per hour. Most of the 
shifts I do are from four to twelve hours long! I 
prefer the long ones - bigger pay cheque! 
How long have you been in this job? 
I got this job about two years ago when I first ar 
rived in New York and started studying at Colum 
bia - as an international student I was only legally 
able to work in jobs on the campus, so the first 
job I got I had to supervise undergraduate parties 
to make sure students under twenty one were not 
drinking!!! Because you can't drink till you are 
twenty one here - which I think is ridiculous...but 
I quit that job after supervising a party in a frater 
nity house - it was horrible and out of control - 
and then I got this job, which is much more my 
pace. Even getting paid for it, I didn't feel I could 
tell people not to drink!!! 
Do you find that your job conflicts with your life 
as an artist? if so, in what way/s? 
Well not really because I need to have money to 
live - so on a practical level it doesn't conflict, 
because I can't do much art without any money  
that said after having the luxury of being a full 
time, funded student for two years, it is a little 
difficult to get back into working mode as a life 
style. With no free studio or facilities, so having a 
job has become a lot more important to being able 
to actually make art and be an artist. Besides I 
usually do my own thing here, and the design job 
I have will only go for five weeks so that is good 
and it is really a good experience learning the pro 
grams and doing a whole book - so I am pleased 
as I want to do a book for one of my projects and 
the experience should be very useful. The kind of 
jobs I like are the kind you work alone, unsuper 
vised, and get paid the most amount of money for, 
and then I am happy -it is when I forget that I run 

Elvis Richardson SLIDESHOWLAND 1978 
cibachrome 13inches x 19 inches 

an artist, and three degrees and spending all my 
savings and hard earned money on having shows 
and making work and getting older if this is where 
I ended up - then I run not happy - but if I remind 
myself that I am doing it so I can be an artist then 
I get back to being a little happier about the situa 
tion. Being an artist, I think you really sacrifice 
having a career! 
Do you feel you have sufficient time to make 
your own work? 
Definitely not at the moment - when I am not 
'actually' working I am looking for work - but my 
situation has just radically changed recently so I 
have a lot of catching up to do and it will take 
time to get to a situation where I am working part 
time earning good dollars and able to make my 
work and afford it as well. So right now although 
I have a show in three weeks I have found myself 
spending little time on preparing something new 
for it as the stress of my situation has taken over 
but getting the design job has alleviated that 
somewhat, and hopefully some teaching work will 
come through, and I will have some part time 
situations teaching come September! 
Are there ways in which your job informs, or 
overlaps with your role as an artist? How? 
All the time - every single job I have ends up as 
some part of an art project - I can't help it - I 
might meet someone there who I find fascinating 
like Jodie - a fellow receptionist many years ago 
when I worked in a bondage and discipline par 
lour - she was a fellow obsessee of true crime and 
serial killers, and I interviewed her for one of my 
works that showed her collection of true crime 
souveniers -including a John Wayne Gacy paint 
ing she owned. I worked at a youth refuge as a 
social worker for many years, and one place I got 
to keep the carpet of the house when it was recar 
peted, and that became an rut work. I could pretty 
much say the same about most jobs I have - I 
guess it is hard to be an artist and separate your 
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life out so it doesn't overlap really - I don't see 
being an artist as a rarefied activity I do alone in 
my studio - I am interested in people and failure 
and where things might go wrong and how people 
respond to stuff - it is important in my work and 
important in my jobs too. 
If there was one thing you could change about 
your job, what would it be? 
I would earn more money!!! Lots more money!!! 
Otherwise I am pretty happy right now - but ask 
me again in three months and see what I say  
things might be different. 

Jason Markou 
What is your job? 
I'm a teacher of Visual Arts at Riverside Girl's 
High School. 
Please describe the duties of your job. 
My duties can basically be divided into two main 
areas. On the one hand, I'm responsible for teach 
ing, I'm responsible for the student's learning. At 
the same time, I'm responsible for a number of 
procedural things, bureaucratic things. So part of 
my responsibility, is that you 're ostensibly there 
as a teacher, but you're also there to maintain 
some sort of structure in the kid's life. And you 
have to document them. 
How frequently do you work? How long are 
your days? 
I work five days a week. My day starts at eight 
thirty, (the first class is at nine am), and normally 
ends at three fifteen, but sometimes at twenty to 
three. Sometimes I have early days where I have 
library supervision where I have to be there at 
seven forty five, and that's twice one week, and 
once the next week. A typical term is ten weeks, 
and then you have two weeks off between tenns, 
and you have ten weeks off over the summer holi 
days. 
How long have you been in this job? 
Since the beginning of this year. At the moment 
it's casual, it was casual for the first term, and 
now it's temporary casual till the end of the year. 
I'm temporarily engaged as a casual teacher, 
which means they have a short contract. So I'm 
guaranteed work till the end of the year. 
Do you feel that your work conflicts with your 
life as an artist? In what way, or ways? 
I would have to say yes to that. I think it's just a 
matter of energy, how much energy you have to 
give as a teacher, in order to get things done, and 
get kids thinking, you have to extend yourself a 
fair way, you end up giving a lot. And some 
times, after a full day of doing that, you don't feel 
like going into the studio. It's more about, as a 
teacher, you have a job description, but you have 

to go a lot further than that. Especially in visual 
arts, where you try to get them to grapple with 
some very sophisticated ideas, you have to try to 
pull something out that is going to click. 
Do you feel you have sufficient time to make 
your own work? 
I think I do have sufficient ti.me to make my own 
work, as I finish earlier than you would in a typi 
cal full time job. Whether you always have the 
energy to utilise that time is a different thing. 
Are there ways in which your job informs or 
overlaps with your role as an artist? If so, how? 
I think that it has infonned my practice, although 
it's quite difficult to say exactly how. I think it's, 
on the one hand, having to teach someone, inevi 
tably you're teaching them about art, which is a 
highly subjective thing, and you're going to 
bring ... whatever your understanding of what art 
is, you have to be able to communicate that to 
someone. You do that every day, no matter what 
you're doing. Even if you're teaching something 
that you're not entirely happy with, or you'd 
never do yourself, as an artist, you still somehow 
try to relate something of the way you approach 
art. You're always explaining things, you're also 
coming across thousands of. .. you know, I have 
two hundred and thirty different students that I 
teach, and all their different attitudes can actually 
be quite revealing. Cause they're very ... unforced 
opinions. 
If there was one thing you could change about 
your job, what would it be? 
I probably wouldn't be working full time. If I 
could work permanently as a part time teacher 
right now, I would probably choose that option. 
Some of the other things I would change, I would 
love not to have to teach to the syllabus so much. 
Sometimes the school environment, the uni 
forms .. .is just too ... it's very rigid. And I think 
sometimes the students are pretty rigid, in the way 
they think. Which can be disturbing, because 
they're quite young. 

Jason Markou 
UNTITLED, 

2002, unopened 
cork boards 
(wood, cork, 

plastic) 
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LIVES BY APPOINTMENT 
by Jay Balbi 

I once parted my hair on the right hand side of my head where the 
eight stitches were, my maniacal cycling finally paid off It was a 
grey day and damp but hot and sticky so I set off in nylon shorts, 
t-shirt and an old ice hockey helmet without any straps. I made it 
to Bellevue Hill without a hitch and started a steep descent down 
Bundarra Road, which dog legs through a beautiful steep corner 
my favourite into Latimer Road, you can just about pedal flat 
out in tenth and for some reason I decided to go for it, it had just 
started to drizzle. As I rounded the corner I saw the Mercedes 
coming up the hill the other way and I didn't have many options, 
couldn't have got inside it and it must have been council clean up 
day so the footpath was out as well. I applied the brakes, useless 
and so I laid the bike down and slid on my right side into its front, 
leading pedal straight through the radiator on which I pivoted, 
head and shoulder coming to a jarring halt in the gutter. For the 
few seconds that it took to unfold it felt as though I wasn't there, I 
had somehow exited the scene to some safer place and the first 
conscious thought I had was to stand up, which I did and sat back 
down in the gutter to stock take. If you can't get up you know 
you're fucked. Nothing hurts at this point but there's a lot of 
blood on the hand I felt my head with and a deal of white pinky 
flesh down my right side with a myriad of red spots where it was 
starting to bleed. The two poor people in the car got out, very 
concerned about my welfare, afraid to touch but fussing ten 
inches around me. Turns out he is a High Court judge on the way 
to have his wife admitted to the bar, they're running late and the 
car no longer works. He calls an ambulance and his mother on 
the mobile. The ambulance arrives in what seems like no time 
and the barrage of head injury questions begins - who are you? 
Where are you? What day is it? To prove my sanity I ask them 
how much the ride in the ambulance will cost. One hundred and 
fifty five dollars! Meanwhile your honour's mother has arrived in 
a car that works and Sydney Hospital is just around the corner 
from the High Court, so I get a lift with them. The ambulance 
men gave me some sort of towel to save the upholstery and off we 
went. We chatted quite amicably, I can't remember what about, 
probably the rugby but I do remember assuring them it was my 
fault. We drop them off a little late and the mother drives to the 
front door of emergency and escorts me in, only to be escorted off 
a little later by security to move her car. Nice people, think we 
could have been friends. 
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WORK DAZE (CONVERSATIONS IN CYBERSPACE, JUNE 14, 2002) 
by Lucus Aurelius 

m_dodds (09:29:44 AM): where were you? 
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l_sander~on (09:30:15 AM): I didn't want to leave 
home until I had had at least 3 wanks 

l_sanderson (09:30:22 AM): and I achieved my 
aim 

m_dodds (09:11:35 AM): OK, fair enough 

m_dodds (09:P:46 AM): i saw damian and nathan 
from BB last mght 

l_sanderson (09:30:45 AM): really??? 

m_dodds (09:12:01 AM): i thought that would 
have made you hard 

l_sanderson (09:30:50 AM): where? 

m_dodds (09:12:11 AM): in peppers neutral bay 

m_dodds (09:12:19 AM): they were hiring dinner 
suits with a stylist 

m_dodds (09:12:21 AM): for tonight 

l_s~nderson (09:31:20 AM): what are they going to 
tomght? 

m_dodds (09:12:37 AM): don't 
kriow 

m dodds (09:12:40 AM): didn't 
ask 

I sanderson (09:31:38 AM): 
what were you doing? 

m_dodds (09:13:05 AM): get 
ting a dmner smt - mine lias a 
cigarette burn in the jacket 

I sanderson (09:32:13 AM): 
ahihh. Poor firig. 

l_sanderson (09:32:21 AM): was Nathan being 
really loud? 

m_dodds (09:25:07 AM): yes - damian had his din 
ner suit done 

m_dodds (09:25:15 AM): and 20 mins later :tiathan 
was still carrying on 

m_dodds (09:25:26 AM): about wether he should 
have a shirt or bow tie 

m_dodds (09:25:28 AM): blah blah 
l_sanderson (03:39:12 PM): I'm just writing my 
weekly report and am senously strugglmg 

I_ sanderson (03:39:37 PM): most of it will have to 
fie hes, but I don t want to have to go too far 

l_sanderson (03:40:00 PM): the things I put in for 
last week I was actually finishing this week 

m_dodds (03:21:24 PM): SI would love to know 
about your tool jacking and near encounter with PE 

l_s~nderson (03:40:06 PM): so I can't put them 
again 
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m dodds (03:21:36 PM): it's just like getting a 
salary advance ! ! ! 

l_sanderson (03:40:54 PM): It seems I am one 
week behind whatever I put in my report 

m_dodds (03:22:25 PM): oops 

m dodds (03:22:32 PM): just cut & paste Lorna's 
stuff 

m_dodds (03:22:37 PM): it will sound better 

I_sandersop (03;41;29 PM): I felt like paging her 
arid saying 'quick gimme some stuff to say" 

m_dodds (03:23:00 PM): hahaha 

m_dodds (03:23:13 PM); how are we going with 
gear for tomorrow evenmg 

m dodds (03:23:18 PM): i haven't even made a 
call yet 

m_dodds (03:23:20 PM): (oops) 

m dodds (03:23:42 PM): i spoke to 
"love" Rod 

l sanderson (03:42:30 PM): did he 
sound nice? 

m dodds (03:23:54 PM): he is 
6:foot5 tall with very broad shoulders 

l_sanderson (03:42:40 PM): how do 
you know??? 

m dodds (03:24:09 PM): i asked 
hiin to describe his body 

l_sanderson (03:43:00 PM): I won't 
nave to kneel down when I blow him 

m_dodds (03:24:25 PM): :)) 

l sanderson (03:43:18 PM): is he getting there at 
6152 
m_dodds (03:24:41 PM): can you get an XXL shirt 
for him 

m_dodds (03:24:46 PM): yeah, he's getting there 
then 

l_sanderson (03:43:25 PM): I got a large 

m_dodds (03:24:56 PM): it should be bigger. 

m_dodds (03:24:59 PM): much bigger. 

m_dodds (03;25:09 PM): unfortunately he has a 
miniscule cock 

l_sanderson (03:43;52 PM): I showed it to Lorna 
and she thought the large looked suitable 

I_sanderson (03:44:03 PM): she said he is 6'2" 

m_dodds (03:25:34 PM): he said 6"5 

l_sanderson (03:44:18 PM): crikey 
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CRITI-LITTER Side by Side: Picasso v Matisse, by Sebastian Smee 
with Simon Barney Duffy and Snellgrove, 2002 
Sebastian Smee's enthusiasm for his 
subject is the best part of' Side by Side: 
Picasso v Matisse', although at the 
outset the resulting adjectival 

pyrotechnics seem likely to be overwhelming. There are 
'important breakthroughs', impressive oeuvres', 
'dazzling bonfires', there's 'astonishing fecundity', 
'high seriousness', 'creative potency', 'extraordinary 
range', 'colourful biography', 'prolific output', 'creative 
genius', 'unprecedented notoriety'; more 'creative 
genius', but this time 'boundlessly inventive', a 
'daunting list', a 'terrible, ecstatic new century', and 
some mere 'genuine engagement'. All of this before the 
end of page two. Fortunately Smee catches his breath, 
and for the most part his retelling of events is pacy 
enough, with an eye for juicy details in the lives of the 
artists. 

The rivalry between Picasso and Matisse has been a hot 
art historical topic since 1998, when Yves Alain-Bois 
published an exhibition catalogue on the 
correspondences between their works. (There is a 
similar exhibition currently at the Tate.) Smee 
acknowledges Bois in passing with a backhander about 
his 'strategic exaggeration', and declares that his 
insights contain distortions underselling each artist's 
achievements. Bois made a close study of the paintings 
and drawings of Matisse and Picasso in order to 
demonstrate an overlap, suggesting neither artist would 
have been possible without the other. Smee is concerned 
with matters of judgement - his motive is the 
rehabilitation of Matisse's reputation, which, he reports, 
has been swamped by Picasso's. The back cover spruiks 
a tabloid battle and declares that Matisse might be 
'simply a better painter'. Why anyone should care who 
was 'better' is never explained. It's something like the 
'John and Paul' argument- no matter who was 'better', 
the larger and more salient issue concerns their 
remarkable collaboration. Bois reproduced the works 
and brought out the manner in which they at times 
conversed or disputed, goaded and replied, one 
developing, in part, out of the other. Smee relates the 
incidents of this rivalry but focuses less on artworks 
than reputations. 

For the most part, this is a survey of texts and a 
discussion of what people at the time said and did. 
Alone in front of the artwork, Smee sometimes fails 
spectacularly. He devotes a chapter to the 1907 'Blue 
Nude (Memory of Biskra)' of Matisse. (Recently 
featured in the 'Salon de Fleurus' at the Sydney 
Biennale.) The nude is twisted and clumsy, evoking 
from Smee the usual lines about Cezanne, African art, 
multiple viewpoints and echoing shapes. He notes a 
correspondence between the curve of hip/bum and the 
curve of a palm tree- 'The oasis at Biskra, with its 
hundreds of palms, was one of Matisse's abiding 
memories of his first trip to Africa'. Unfortunately he 
doesn't seem to have noticed that the thigh and bum 
closely resemble a gigantic penis, disrupting the 
physical and psychological space of the painting, its 

pale head directed at the dark recess beneath the curve 
of the palm. The fan like eruption of palm fronds is also 
suitably positioned. Perhaps Matisse's 'abiding 
memories' of the oasis were concerned less with the 
trees than with whatever happened beneath them. 

Analysis here rarely goes further than questions of 
origins and presence. Matisse is invariably the 'first' 
artist to do something - say with African art, or Islamic 
art. Other artists might have done something similar, but 
Smee chooses to define the move tightly enough that it 
can belong solely to Matisse. Matisse wasn't the first to 
explore the art of France's colonial subjects, but Smee 
sees the decisive breakthrough in his exploration of 
such work's plastic possibilities. It depends on your 
point of view, I guess. 

For Smee a good work 'breathes', even 'shivers' or 
better, is 'there'. This language of presence, of truth, 
leads inevitably to assumptions about motives of true 
and false feeling. Picasso's supposed lack of sincerity 
is judged a problem. After initially complaining of the 
cliched oppositions between the two artists Smee sets 
up his own. So we have the literal-minded approach of 
Picasso contrasted with the careful observation of 
Matisse. The intellectual vs the visual, ideology vs 
pleasure. The celebrity vs the recluse, the scheming 
Picasso vs the sincere Matisse. 

Smee's chapter on Matisse in Nice doesn't measure up 
to earlier promises to rehabilitate this long period of 
decorative odalisques. His best defence of it is to 
remind us that silly art can be serious, and his delight in 
this revelation suggests it might have been a better 
stepping-off point for the book than a dreary haggle 
over art-historical rankings. 

Smee's eagerness to unhinge supposed art world 
orthodoxies was never going to be advanced by his 
reliance on a mere handful of secondary sources. No 
doubts are raised about the larger orthodoxy= that 
these two are the major artists of the twentieth century. 
A reviewer isn't supposed to give away the ending, but 
readers probably won't mind being told that on the final 
page of the book, Smee apologises for tending to treat 
the creative process as a competition. Huh? A bit late 
now. 
Verdict: C+ 
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Sarah Goffman's SWELL (just some shit) a grouped show 
BLOCK, 20-30 June 2002 

walk into the room and man it's just going off in a major way in here a real proliferation of objects/ideas get the feel- 
ing that whenever she has a show she empties her house out laundry items kitchenware fruit paper lighting old 
lighters furniture buckets coin collections you name it anything plastic plastic features heavily an 
obvious love of materials and colour what Sarah has done here is to set up relationships between objects 

an obvious love of materials becoming the materials VB bottles teeter on washing 
baskets a bowl of chips strategically sits on a sandbag relationships between people and objects a bowl of 
chips the room sheet tucked carefully among the art objects entering language going beyond lan 
guage using their own language I'm afraid to use (english) words to talk around this art objects trickling 
into human conversations sneaking up behind me things to listen to things to touch things to smell lots 
to ponder things to peek inside of things to taste looks as if around 200 distinct (yet attached) pieces have 
been spewed out released set free fragmentary vomit shitting out matter discharge excrete expel and ooze 
morphing in front of me around me blending burstin outta this gallery chattin to a friend I said "this 
looks like a group show really..." he goes "well YEAH it's called Grouped Show!"well actually it's called SWELL 
Gust some shit) a grouped show it all clicks in I predict the title of the show in a kind of eerie way 

ya know some people say there's more than five senses and I'd say she's got them all covered at 
this point I realise that other forces are at play here because of this my sense of where I am and what I am 
doing at this point is heightened I am forced to consider my role within this space and time I 
become immediately aware of my surroundings popped back into place slotted carefully into the space a 
space where I feel drawn into a playground of sorts a designated play area where things are acted out built upon 
drawn on drawn out looking/feeling/hearing/smelling/tasting/thinking about what is going on here 

what Sarah has created for us to experience faces meet objects meet hands feel free to move 
around room I really love being able to sit on the art very immersive explore nooks and crannies a real level 
of comfort with objects/ideas my body blending into this environment our bodies mingle as parts of a 
greater whole becoming the materials so it's a complete interaction a collaboration of sorts 

makes me think about openings as a kind of event a meeting really of unconventional conventionalists 
afraid to speak about the art? just there for a bittofa piss up? support yr mates? a bowl of 

chips and some VBs satisfying energizing fun pleasurable entertaining put me on a high mood alter 
ing how colour sound/music can alter mood stimulate clear thinking raise awareness bending 
mood 

"just some shit" she called it on the room sheet which by the way was tucked thoughtfully between the art just 
some shit detritus dressed up as art huh? well yeah literally technicolour snail shits sorted 

into four colours hanging on the wall in a little plastic box with 
compartments so as to separate these extraterrestrial droppings by 
colour ya see these little critters had eaten through an old wet 
cardboard fruit box and their little shits came out in various col 
ours depending on the dye they had ingested corresponding to the 
fruit printed on the side of the box above these shits 

tattered remains of box high up on a glass shelf beside 
this arrangement small inconspicuous holes drilled into wall 

actually more like little nicks on the surface 
quite poignant as if they've been left there by the preced 

ing artist in tum making way for others a 
gentle reminder of change and so while there is evidence 
of Sarah's hand at work there is also a suggestion that Sarah is not 
so much using the materials which comes with it the idea 
of taking advantage of the materials a fine line between 
manipulating the objects and playing with them allowing them 
to maintain an integrity she allows the materials to 
take on their own forrn/s rather than shaping and shifting them 
too far beyond their original states to imbue the objects 
and materials with a sincerity and an honesty "just 
some shit" she called it on the room sheet which by the way was 
tucked thoughtfully between the art 

Tim Hilton (some concepts from dialogue with Jason Markou) 

Sarah Goffman--- "Take away", (installation view) 
plastics, found display shelves, paint, felt and fur horse, Asian 
magazine page, wax, pins, glass, perspex, wire, steel, whiskey, 
hot melt cardboard, sand, string, hessian, stolen shopping trol 
ley, light, water, lead, fishing wire, found glasses, concrete, t 
shirt, light box, oil pastel, pumpkin, approx 3m x 4m x 2m 
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